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THE SOVIET OCTOBER REVOUTION SLOGANS

1. The Satellites: In apparent response to the stirring in the Satellites,
eC for the first time greets Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Ru-

mania, Bulgaria, Albania and the Mongolian People's Republic in separate
slogans, granting them the prestige of being treated individually but im-
plying their sameness by the use of identical wording. As if to underline
Soviet-Satellite unity at a timre when it is being placed dramatically in
question, each slogan concludes with a salute to "unbreakable friendship
and cooperation" with the USSR, once a traditional component of collective
greetings to the Satellites but absent since May Day 1955.

2. Yugoslavia: The arrangement of the slogans eliminates the impression con-
veyed in previous years of a bloc of People' s Democratic countries from .
which Yugoslavia stands apart: The slogan for Yugoslavia, concluding as
in May with the affirmation of "unbreakable friendship and cooperation" .
with the USSR that has now been restored to the Satellite greetings, moves
up from its traditional place at the end of the group for non-Communist
countries to a spot right after the Satellite ones.

3. Socialist Unity: Modifications of two other slogans reflect the stress So-
viet propaganda has been putting on socialist imity, both in and outside the
Bloc: The tribute to Soviet-Satellite friendship revives the word "camp,"
dropped in May after the Party Congress, to characterize the Bloc; and the
May Day 1956 call for Communist cooperation with the non-Conunist left now
opens with a plea for "unity of the working people."

4. Indonesia and Burma: Addressed in a, new slogan, these countries merit the
"fraternal" greetings bestowed on a non-Communist state for the first time
in the slogan introduced for India in May. Indonesia and Buma are placed
one rung below India, which still heads the non-Conmunist group.

5. E t: A new greeting to the Egyptian people "courageously defending the
sovereignty and independence of their motherland" is in keeping with Soviet
propaganda's extensive support for Egypt on the Suez issue. But Egypt it-
self is not credited with leadership of an Arab independence struggle. The
slogan does not head the non-Comminist group, as new ones geared to major
developments often have done in the past; Egypt gets unique "hearty" greet-
ings; no over-all goal like peace or the consolidation of independence is
cited; and there is no concluding affirmation of friendship with the Soviet
people such as appears in the greetings to India, Indonesia and Burma, and
most other non-Communist states.

6. Domestic Affairs: The slogan for the armed forces for the first time eu-
joins increased "vigilance." There are otherwise no striking changes in
the 54 domestic-affairs slogans, which reflect the needs of the Five Year
Plan' s accelerated industrial construction program: A more prominent place
is given the greeting to metal workers, and new slogans are addressed to
heavy-machine builders and geologists.
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THE SOVIET OCTOBER REVOLUTION SLOGANS

The CPSU Central Committee issued a record 84 slogans for this year's October
Revolution anniversary, capping by nine the previous record number released
for May Day 1956. The increase derives from expansion of the 21 May Day slo-
gans on foreign affairs to 30 by the addition of two new slogans, the bisec-
tion of an old one, and the splitting of an omnibus greeting to the People's
Democracies into seven individual ones.

The current series is compared below with past May Day slogans as well as with
those issued for the October Revolut:on.* Except for an opEning salate to the
particular holiday, the slogans are not different.ated for the two occasions
but serve to restate or redefine the basic goals and premises of Soviet foreign
policy.

Foreign Affairs

A. General International Topics

No. . - October Revolution: No change.

No. 2 - Peace, Democracy and Socialism: No change.

No. 3 - Peace: No change.

No. 4 - Atom and Disarmament: No change.

No. 5 - Conununist-Socialist Cooperation:

The insertion of an introductory phrase about "unity of the work-
ing people" reinforces the slogan introduced in May in support of
the CPSU Congress bid for Comsunist cooperation with the non-
Communist left.

B. Comiunist Countries

No. 6 - Socialist Camp:

The old characterization of the Bloc as a socialist "camp" is re-
stored, having been droppe-d in May after the Party Congress.

* Radio Propaganda Reports of 28 April a. d 4 November 1955 and of 26 April 1956
analyze and reproduce the texts of the 1 55 May Day and 1956 May D.ay and Octo-
ber Revolution slogans, respectively. T..xt of the current slogans is appended
to this Report.
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No. 7 - China:

Th'e past distinction between the. Satellites "building socialism"

and the Chinese building only socialism's foundations--blurred- in
May by having the Chinese working for the "socialist transforma-
tion of their country"--is erased entirely. The Chinese are now
said to be "building socialism" like the Satellites and Yugoslavia,
and building it "successfully."

Nos ..8-14 - Satellites:

In apparent response to the stirrings in the Satellites, the CPSU
extends individual greetings to each of the seven People's Democ-
racies previously saluted in a composite slogan. But the identical
wording of the new slogans recognizes no national distinctions
governing each country°.s path of development. Each one now con-
eludes with a tribute to "unbreakable friendship and cooperation"
with the USSR, once a traditional component of collective Satellite
slogans but dropped, in November 1955,

Rumania is now greeted ahead of Bulgaria, having been listed after
it in the previous composite slogans.

No. 15 - Yugoslavia:

The "fraternal" salute to the Yugoslav people, "building socialism"
and linked in "unbreakable friendship and cooperation" with the So-
viet people, is unchanged in content 'but promoted to a position
right after the ones to the Satellites and before those for North
Korea, Vietnam and Germany which previously outranked it.

In all past sets of slogans in which Yugoslavia had been greeted,
except the first one in May 1950. the impression of a bloc of
People 's Democratic countries froi which Yugoslavia remained apart
had been conveyed by a slogan for the Satellites as a unit, sepa-
rated from a dissimilar one for Yugoslavia by greetings to other
Communist countries.

The current juxtaposition of the Yugoslav and Satellite slogans,
coupled with the .restoration to the Satellite ones of the same
tribute to "unbreakable friendship and cooperation" with the USSR
that appears in the greeting to Yugoslavia, has an equalizing ef-
fect: Yugoslavia's status in relation to the Bloc is enhanced, and.
at the same time the Satellites are treated ae individual countries
like Yugoslavia.

No. 16, 17 - North Korea and Vietnam

Like the ones for the individual Satellites, these slogans address
the Korean and Vietnamese peoples separately in identical language,
bisecting the amalgamated gr ings of May Day 1956.
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No. 18 - GDR: No change.

C. Non-Communist Countries

No. 19 - India: No change.

No. 20 - Indonesia and Burma:

A new slogan extends to the Indonesian and Burmese peoples the
"fraternal." greetings bestowed on a non-Co mist state for the
first time in the May 1956 slogan for India. But the "great"
Indian people, said to be "struggling for the progress of their
motherland," are still the only non-Co mnnists for whom a purely
domestic goal is cited. Indonesia and Burma are further differ-
entiated from India by their struggle "for peace and for strength-
ening their national independence" India, her national independ-
ence presumably needing no reinforcement, is said to be working
"for peace in Asia and throughout the world."

No. 21 Egypt:

Soviet propaganda, support for Egypt in the Suez dispute is slo-
ganized in a new greeting to the Egyptian people "courageously
defending their sovereignty and independence." That the slogan
relates more directly to the Suez issue than to a new status for
Egypt as an instrument of Soviet appeal to the Arab world is sug-
gested by its placement and content: The frequent practice of
placing new slogans geared to major developments first in the
group for non-Communist countries is not followed, Egypt being
outranked by "fraternally" greeted India, Burma and Indonesia;
Egypt gets "hearty" greetings, unique phraseology in Soviet slo-
gans; no over-all goal like peace or consolidation of independ-
ence is cited for Egypt; and there is no concluding statement
about friendship with the Soviet people such as appears in the
slogans for India, Indonesia and Burma, and other non-Communist
countries.

No. 22 - U.S.-U.K.-French-Soviet Friendship

This call for Western Big Three cooperation with the USSR drops
the specification of joint efforts to insure European collective
security. European security is nowhere mentioned in the current
slogans.

No. 23 - Italian-Soviet Friendship: o change.

No. 24 - Finland: No change.

No. 25 - Scandinavia: No change.
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No. 26 - Austria: No change.

No. 27 - Japan:

The Japanese people are now said to be struggling "courageously,"
and "peace" is included among their goals for the first time since
October 1953 though the appeal against the "revival of militarism"
is retained. There is no reference to Soviet-Japanese friendship,
despite the recent agreement ending the state of war.

No. 28 - Underdeveloped Countries:

No change except that "the peoples of the East" who have thrown
off colonial oppression are identified more precisely as "the
peoples of Asia and Africa," perhaps to make explicit the inclu-
sion of Tunis and Morocco. The Asian-African peoples had been
greeted directly only once before, in a May Day 1955 slogan in
honor of the Bandung Conference.

No. 29 - Colonial and Dependent Corntries: No change.

No. 30 - Soviet Foreign Policy:

Substantially unchanged except that Lenin's name, associated ex-
plicitly only with the underlying -"peaceful coexistence" policy
in May 1956, is now used as the authority for Soviet foreign policy
as a whole.

Domestic Affairs

No. 31 - Armed Forces:

A call to "raise your vigilance and fighting readiness" is added
to this otherwise identical repetition of the October 1955 and
May Day 1956 greetings to the armed forces. The phrase has no
exact precedent in slogans since the end of World War II, which
have frequently enjoined the armed forces to "grow stronger" or
"increase the defensive powr" of the Soviet state and.-up to 1950--
to "vigilantly" guard the peace and. constructive labors of the So-
viet people. A slogan for the frontier guards, dropped in 1953,
had called upon them to "vigilantly" guard the borders of the So-
viet 'state.

No. 36, 45 and 48 - New Slogans:

The number of domestic slogans remains the same as for last May
Day, but three new slogans replace three seasonal agricultural
ones on expanding grain and corn production for a stable stock-
breeding fodder base, completing spring field work and meeting
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state quotas, and raising yields of cotton, flax and other indus-
trial crops. The new slogans are a call (No. 36) for fulfillment
of the plan for the first year of the Sixth Five Year Plan; a
plea (No. 45) for increased production by workers of heavy-machine
building, previously addressed only in the general slogan on ma-
chine building; and a demand (No. 48) that Soviet geologists speed
up prospecting for deposits of minerals, fuels and metals.

No. 40 - Metal Workers:

The call to metal workers to increase ore-extraction and metal-
production moves up four places to head the list of industrial
slogans referring to specific enterprises. The priority given
this slogan, which includes a new demand for a speed-up in the
construction of mining and metallurgical enterprises, and the
introduction of slogans for heavy-machine builders and geologists
appear to reflect the needs of the Sixth Five Year Plan's accel-
erated industrial construction program.

No. 41 - Coal Industry Workers:

A need for more housing in mining regions, stemming from imple-
mentation of the program to send workers to new construction
sites, is indicated in the addition to this slogan of a call
for more rapid construction of houses for miners.
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CPSU CENTRAL COMMITTEE SLOGANS

FOR THE 39th ANNIVERSARY OF THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION

1. Long live the 39th anniversary of the great October Socialist Revolution!

2. Fraternal greetings to all peoples fighting for peace, democracy and so-
cialism!

3. Working people of all countries! War can and. must be prevented! Raise
higher the banner of struggle against the danger of war, for peace and
cooperation among peoples!

4. Working people of all countr.ies! Strive for the reduction of armaments
and. armed forces; demand the banning of atomic, hydrogen and other weapons
of mass destruction! Atomic energy for the peaceful progress of mankind!

5. May the unity of the working people and the cooperation among Communists,
Socialists, and all progressive forces grow stronger in the struggle for
peace, democracy and the independence of peoples!

6. Working people of the Soviet Union and the People's Democracies! Strengthen
incessantly the great commonwealth iodruahestv2 of the countries in the
camp of socialism; develop and strengthen the frsternal friendship among
the peoples of our countries!

7. Fraternal greetings to the great Chinese people, successfully building so-
cialism in their country! Long live the Chinese People's Republic! May
the unbreaksble friendship and cooperation between the Soviet and Chinese
peoples, a powerful factor for peace throughout the world, flourish!

8. Fraternal greetings to the working people of the Polish People's Republic,
struggling selflessly for a further upsurge of their national economy and
culture, for a steady improvement in the people's welfare, for peace and
the building of socialism! Long live the unbreakable friendship and coop-
eration between the Soviet and Polish peoples!

9. Fraternal greetings to the working people of the Czechoslovak- People's Re-
public, struggling selflessly for a further upsurge of their national
economy and culture, for a steady impro vement in the people 's welfare, for
peace and the building of socialism! Long live the unbreakable friendship
and cooperation between the Soviet and Czechoslovak peoples!

10. Fraternal greetings to the working people of the Hungarian People's Repub-
lic, struggling selflessly for a further upsurge of their national economy
and culture, for a steady improvement in the people's welfare, for peace
and the building of socialism! Long live the unbreakeble friendship and
cooperation between the Soviet and Hungarian peoples !
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11. Fraternal greetings to the working people of the Rumanian People's Republic,
struggling selflessly for a further upsurge of their national economy and
culture, for a steady improvement in the people's welfare, for peace and
the building of socialism! Long live tae unbreakable friendship and co-

operation between the Soviet and Rumanian peoples!

12. Fraternal greetings to the working people of the People'Is Republic of Bul-
garia, struggling selflessly for a further upsurge of their national eco-
nomy and culture, for a steady improvement in the people's welfare, for
peace and the building of socialism! Long live the unbreakable friendship
and cooperation between the Soviet and Bulgarian peoples!

13. Fraternal greetings to the working people of the People's Republic of Al-
bania, struggling selflessly for a further upsurge of their national eco-
nomy and culture, for a steady improvement in the people's welfare, for
peace and the building of socialism! Long live the unbreakable friendship
and cooperation between the Soviet and Albanian peoples!

14. Fraternal greetings to the working people of the Mongolian People 's Repub-
lic, struggling selflessly for a further upsurge of their national economy
and culture, for a steady improvement in the people's welfare, for peace
and the building of socialism! Long live the unbreakable friendship and
cooperation between the Soviet and Mongolian peoples!

15. Fraternal greetings to the peoples of the Federative People 's Republic of

Yugoslavia, who are building socialism! Long live the unbreaakable friend-
ship and cooperation between the peoples of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia!

16. Fraternal greetings to the heroic people of the Korean People's Democratic
Republic, struggling for the reconstruction and further development of
their national economy, for peace and for the national unification of their
country on a democratic basis!

17. Fraternal greetings to the heroic people of the Democratic Republic of Viet-
nam, struggling for the reconstruction and further development of" their na-

tional economy, for peace and for the national unification of their country
on a democratic basis !

18. Long live the German Democratic Republic, the bulwark of the peace-loving
forces of all Germany which are struggling against the revival of militar-
ism, for rapprochement between the two German states and for the unifica-
tion of their motherland on a peaceful and democratic basis ! May the
friendship and cooperation between the German and Soviet peoples grow
stronger and develop for the sake of peace in Europe !

19. Fraternal greetings to the great Indian people, struggling for the progress
of their motherland and, for peace in Asia and throughout the world! May
the friendship and cooperation between the peoples of the Soviet Union and
India grow stronger and develop!
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20. Fraternal greetings to the peoples of Indonesia and Burma, struggling for
peace and for the strengthening of their national independence! May the
friendship and cooperation between the. peoples of the Soviet Union and the
peoples of Indonesia and Burma grow stronger!

21. Hearty greetings to the Egyptian people, courageously defending the sover-
eignty and independence of their motherland!

22. Long live the friendship and cooperation among the peoples of Britain, the
United States, France and the Soviet Union in their struggle for the re-
laxation of international tension, for. peaceful .coexistence .of__ states, - and_
for insuring stable peace throughout the world!

23. May the friendship and cooperation between the peoples of the Soviet Union
and Italy grow stronger!

24 Long live the friendship and cooperation between the Soviet Union and the
Finnish Republic, based on equality, mutual trust and respect between
peoples!

25. May the friendly relations between the Soviet Union and Sweden, Norway,
Denmark and Iceland grow stronger and develop!

26. Long live the friendship and cooperation between the peoples of the Soviet
Union and the people of neutral, independent, democratic Austria in the
interests of strengthening peace in Europe!

27. Greetings to the Japanese people, fighting courageously against the revi-
val of militarism, for peace, and for the democratic and independent de-
velopment of 'their country!

28. Warm greetings to the peoples of Asia and Africa who have thrown off the
yoke of colonial oppression and are fighting for peace, freedom, and the
strengthening of their national independence

29. Greetings to the peoples of colonial and dependent countries, struggling
against the imperialist yoke for their freedom and national independence!'

30. Long live the Lenin foreign policy of the Soviet Union-the policy of
peaceful coexistence of states with different social. systems, the policy
of safeguarding and consolidating peace and of developing economic and
cultural relations with all countries.

31. Soviet Army and Navy men! --Constantly enhance your military and-political-
knowledge, master the use of modern military equipment and arms, raise
your vigilance and fighting readiness! Long live the valiant Soviet Armed
Forces who, covered with the glory of their victories, stand guard over
the peace and security of our country!
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32. Long live and grow stronger the alliance between the working class and the
collective farm peasantry under the leadership of the working class--staunch
foundation of the Soviet system!

33. Long live and flourish the fraternal friendship among the peoples of the
Soviet Union--source of the strength and might of our multinational socialist
state!

34. Workers of the Soviet Union! Let us rally more closely around the Communist
Party and the Soviet Government; let us mobilize all our forces and creative
energy for the great cause of building a Communist society!

35. Workers of the Soviet Union! The directives of the X Party Congress for
the Sixth Five Year Plan are a fighting program for the further building of
Communism, for a new powerful upsurge of the national economy and the growth
of the Soviet people's well-being. Let us intensify the nationwide struggle
for successful fulfillment of the Sixth Five Year Plan!

36. Workers of the Soviet Union! Let us see that the plan for the first year of
the Sixth Five Year Plan is fulfilled by every enterprise, building site, -
collective farm, state farm, and machine-tractor station!

37. Workers of the Soviet Union! Persistently implement the policy of the Party
and Government directed toward the preferential development of heavy indus-
try--the basis for further advancement of the whole national economy, for
raising the material well-being and cultural standards of the people and for
strengthening the might and security of our country!

38. Workers of socialist industry! Strive for technical progress, for the all-out
raising of labor productivity! Introduce into production the latest achieve-
ments of native and foreign science and technology and the advanced experi-
ence of enterprises!

39. Men and women workers, engineers and technicians, foremen! Improve the or-
ganization and productivity of labor, strengthen labor discipline by every
means and insure rhythmical work in enterprises! Fight for economy, improve
quality and bring down production costs!

40. Soviet metal workers! Perfect the techniques and technology of production;
increase by every means the extraction of ore, the production of high-
quality metal. Speed up the building of mining enterprises and metallurgi-
cal plants! More pig iron, steel, rolled metal, nonferrous and rare metals
for the national economy!

41. Workers of the coal industry! Strive for the fulfillment and overfulfill
ment of production plans, introduce advanced methods of coal extraction and
concentration and improve the use of techniques! Build new mines, pits,
and houses for miners more rapidly! More coal for the national economy!
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42. Workers of the oil and gas industry! Insure a rapid pace of extraction
and refining of oil and gas; increase the speed and lower the cost of well
drilling! Let us give the country more oil, gas, and high-quality oil

products!

t 43. Soviet power engineers, builders and assembly workers of power stations and
electrical networks !- -Speed-up the- commissioning-and-mantery-of-techniques- -

of new electric power plants! Improve the quality and lower the cost of
building work! Let us give the country more electric power!

44. Men and women workers, engineers and technicians of the machine-building
and instrument-making enterprises! Create and master more rapidly the use
of new types of highly efficient equipment and instruments! Struggle per-
sistently to equip the national economy with up-to-date machinery! Intro-
duce complex automation and mechanization of production processes!

45. Workers of heavy-machine building! Increase the output of up-to-date highly
efficient rolling mills and of equipment for ore mining, blast furnaces,
steel-making, and the oil industry! Make new powerful steam and hydraulic
turbines and steam boilers for the country's electric power stations more
rapidly!

46. Men and women workers, engineers and technicians of the electrical and ra-
dio engineering industries! Increase the production of up-to-date types of
equipment, apparatus, instruments, and other goods of high quality!

47. Workers of the chemical industry! Introduce new technological processes
more widely into production and improve the use of machinery and production
capacity! Increase the production and expand the variety of chemical prod-
ucts!

48. Soviet geologists! Prospect more speedily the mineral wealth of our coun-
try; open new deposits of iron, coal, oil, gas and nonferrous and rare
metals!

49. Soviet builders! Increase the speed. and raise the quality of the construc-
tion of new industrial enterprises, state farms, machine-tractor stations,
dwelling houses, schools, hospitals, and children's and cultural establish-
ments! Reduce the time and lower the costs of building!

50. Workers of the building-materials industry! Increase the production and
raise the quality of cement, prefabricated reinforced concrete building
units and other building materials for our country 's building sites!

51. Workers of the timber, woodworking and paper industries! Increase produc-

tion capacities more rapidly! Make full use of machines and mechanisms
and raise labor productivity! Let us give the country more timber, paper
and- high-quality furniture!
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52. Workers of the light and textile industries' Increase the production and
expand the variety of goods! Let us provide more good-quality and attrac-
tive fabrics, good-quality clothing, good-quality and attractive footwear,
and other goods for the population!

53. Workers of the food industry! Expand the production and improve the quality
of foodstuffs by every means! More sugar, fats, meat, dairy, produce and
other products for the population!

54. Workers of the fishing industry! Increase the amount of fish caught and
the output of fish products! Improve the organization of production! Pay
greater attention to fish breeding and the safeguarding of fish reserves!

55. Men and women collective farmers, workers of machine-tractor stations and
state farms, agriculture specialists! Let us develop a large-scale social-
ist competition for pre-schedule fulfillment of the historic decisions of
the XX CPSU Congress, for a sharp upsurge in all branches of agricultural
production! Let us give more grain, meat, milk, wool, and other products
to the population and more raw material to industry! .

56. Agricultural workers! Struggle for a further upsurge in grain cultivation,
the basis of all agricultural production! Let us raise the annual total
grain harvest to 11 billion poods!

57. Glory to the toilers of virgin lands, successfully fulfilling the tasks of
the Party and the Government for increasing the country's grain production!

58. Men and women collective farmers, workers of machine-tractor stations and
state farms, agricultural specialists! Develop communal livestock-breeding
by every means and raise the productivity of cattle!

59. Men and women collective farmers, workers of machine-tractor stations and
state farms, agricultural specialists! Raise the standards of agricultural
production and introduce extensively into collective and state farms the
achievements of science and advanced experience! Let us increase the pro-
ductivity of land and livestock-breeding per hundred hectares of cultivated
land with a minimum expenditure of labor and. funds!

60. Agricultural workers! Achieve an all-round increase in labor productivity!
Struggle resolutely for the full use of machinery, for the introduction of
complex mechanization and electrification in all branches of agriculture!

61. Collective-farm men and women workers! Show more creative initiative in
the organization of collective-farm production and the management of artel
affairs. Strengthen labor discipline, raise labor productivity! Let us
assure the all-round development of the communal economy of collective
farms!

62. Machine-tractor station workers! Struggle for improved and high-standard
overhaul of tractors and combines and other agricultural machinery! Pre-
pare for successful agricultural work in 1957!
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63. State farm workers! Make better use of arable land, increase the yield of
fields and productivity of livestock! Improve the organization of produc-
tion and use of machinery! Let us make all state farms exemplary, highly
productive, and self-supporting enterprises!

64. Workers of local industry and trade cooperatives! Increase the production
of consumer goods, domestic utensils, and building materials! Make better
use--of local -raw materials, raise -the standards-and reduce-the costs of
manufacturing! Broaden the network of enterprises serving everyday needs
and improve their work!

65. Workers of state and cooperative trade and communal catering! Struggle
for a high standard of service to Soviet consumers! Meet workers' require-
ments more fully!

660 Workers in railway transport ! Assure the uninterrupted transport of
freight! Improve service to passengers! Put into operation more electric
and diesel locomotives, raise the standard of mechanization and automation
in transport! Struggle for the efficient functioning of railways in winter
conditions!

67. Workers of the merchant marine and river fleet! Increase the volume of
transportation, improve services to passengers! Be bolder about the in-
troduction of new technology and progressive methods in the operation of
vessels and ports! Let us assure exemplary preparation of the fleet for
navigation in 1957!

68. Workers of motor transport and highways' Increase freight haulage! Im-
prove passenger service! Struggle for the productive use of vehicles and
the reduction of haulage costs ! Maintain roads in an exemplary state and
expand the building of new roads!

69. Communications workers! Tirelessly develop and improve the means of com-
munication! Strive for irreproachable work in postal service, telegraph,
telephone, radio and television! Improve services to the population!

70. Workers of Soviet institutions! Struggle for adherence to Lenin s prin-
ciples in the work of the Soviet state apparatus, for the strengthening
-of-socialist legality; resolutely- eradicate bureaucratism-and-procrasti-
nation! Be attentive to the requirements and needs of the workers!

71. Workers of scientific research institutions and higher educational estab-
lishments! Develop Soviet science creatively, improve the training of
specialists and raise the role of science in the technical progress of
our country!

72. Workers of Soviet literature and art! Struggle for a high ideological
content in literature and art! Constantly improve your artistic skill! .
Create works worthy of our great people!
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73. Workers in public education! Raise the quality of the teaching and upbring-
ing of children, struggle for the polytechnization- of schools! Bring up
children in the spirit of love and devotion to the- Soviet motherland and
friendship among peoples! Train citizens of the socialist community to be
comprehensively developed, cultured, active builders of Communism!

74. Medical workers! Improve and develop the people's health service; raise the
cultural standards of clinical and treatment establishments! Put into prac-

tice the achievements of medical science!

75. Soviet trade unions! Raise higher the banner of natioxN'ide socialist com-
petition for raising labor productivity, for fulfillment of the plan of the
Sixth Five Year Plan ahead of schedule! Spread the experience of production
innovators! Show constant concern for a further rise in the material well-
being and cultural level of workers and employees! Make wider use of work-
ers' meetings, production conferences, economic aktivs, and other forms of

-workers' participation in the administration of production! Long live the
Soviet trade unions, the school of Communism!

76. Soviet women! Achieve new successes in all spheres of the national economy,
science and culture, in the noble task of bringing up children for the bene-
fit and happiness of the Soviet people! Long live Soviet women, active
fighters for Communism!

77. Long live the All-Union Lenin Komsomol-.-the vanguard detachment of the young
builders of Communism, organizer of Soviet youth, active aide and reserve of
the Communist Party!

78. Youths and girls, our glorious Soviet youth! Take a more active part in eco-
nomic and cultural construction! Study the achievements of progressive
science and technology; master the knowledge of industrial and agricultural
production! Be stalwart and bold in the struggle for the triumphant cause
of Conmmunism in our country!

79. Pioneers and schoolchildren! Stubbornly and resolutely master knowledge!
Be industrious and disciplined, achieve successes in your studies! Prepare
to become active builders of Communism in our country!

80. Communist men and women! Be in the vanguard of the nationwide struggle for
the fulfillment of the decisions-of the XX CPSU Congress! Resolutely master
Marxist-Leninist theory! Struggle for technical progress in the national
economy, for increased labor productivity, for a constant rise in the well-
being of the Soviet people, for the building of Communism in the USSR!

81. Long live the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the bulwark of friendship

of the peoples of our country, the impregnable bulwark of peace throughout
the world!

82. Long live the great Soviet people, builders of Communism!
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83. Long live the CPSU, the great inspiring and leading force of the Soviet

people in the struggle for the building of Communism'

84. Under the banner of Marxism-Leninism, under the leadership of the Communist

Party--forward to the victory of Communism!
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